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ABSTRACT
TTie Initial Validation of the Quick O ^nitive Screening Test
Alma M. M^jor 
Augu^ 10, 1992
The purpcse of this study was to validate a sensitive cognitive screening test for detection 
of a broad range of cognitive deficits, including those not usually idoiiifted by existing 
brief l»dside menW s^tus examinations. The Quick Cognitive Screwing Test was 
designed to detect fus only gloW  cognitive dysfunction but also specific areas of 
dysfunction. Areas ass^æ d included orientation, attention and concentration, memory, 
language, construction, perception, spatial ability, and abstract reasoning. Results showed 
that the Quick Cognitive Screening Test identified cognitive impairment in all of the 
ncurok^icsU and jKychiatric patients assessed. Fulhermore, the test differentiated between 
the control group and both tlw psychiatric group and the neurological group. The 
reliability and validity of the test were determined. The Quick Cognitive Screening Test 
shows promire as a brief (less than 30 minutes) reliable and valid screening instrument 
for detection of cognitive dysfunction in neurological patients.
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In Te«nt years an increasing number of l%alth professkmais ha«  turned to 
«urt^ychok^isis for W p in the assssment and/or diagnosis of cognitive dysfunction 
in patients with known or suspected brain damage srdjs^uent to some form of insult to 
the brain. C a u ^  of brain in^lt or patWqgy include traumatic brain injury (TBi). 
ccndHDvascular Kcidmrt (CVA), demoilia, neoplasms, inf«lion. chemical or toxic 
agents, allergic reactitms, psychiatric diarrdcrs. The faulting dysfwndim is usually 
eapre^ed neuct^rsychologically and therefore can be o b se r^  and measured by 
ncuropsycholr^ical invwigmtlon (Lexak, 1983; Walsh, 1987; Kolb and Whishaw, 1990).
Lczak (1983) de^ribed three integrated functional systems of behaviour (cognition, 
emusdonality, and cwttml), and of thrwe, the t^nitive functions are the ones usually 
add rased in rteuropsychological assument, although brain damage usually involves all 
three systems (Lezak, 1983), Cognitive deficits art often prominent in symptomatology, 
and can readily be «jnceptualized, measured and correlat«l with neuroanatomically 
idottifiable system, whereas the structured nature of most medical and psycholc^rcal 
examinations does not provide much opportunity for subtle emotional and control deficits 
to beœme evident (Lezak, 1983).
L m k (1983) amcluded that neuropsychological research findings show there is 
no general intellectual function, "...but rather many discrete ones that work together so 
smoothly when the brain is intact that the intellect is ex p erie t^  as a single seamless 
attribute" (p 21). Nevertbelos, for aswssmem purpose, Lezak (1983) classified 
ct^niiive furtetions within a conc^ual framework that includes; (a) receptive functions 
including acquisition, processing, classification and int^raiion of infortmlion.
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(b) n%mofy and learning invcdving siorage and recall of information,
(c> iftjnking which involv« ihe mcnüü organization and reorganization of infoiniirtion, 
and (d) expressive functions through which information is communicated or acted upon. 
In accordant: with this mtxW, it therefore follows that neurO|»ychological assessment 
ittemihs to evaluate Ërility, or lack thoeof, in discrete activities within th«e Am^kma! 
areas.
Ideollfkatloa of Impalmien*
The devdopmoit of neurorsdtologicaJ technologies s t ^  as comp^terired 
{CT scan), positrtm emissimt tonwgraphy (PET sun) and magnetic resonaitee imaging 
(MRI) grutly assist in the detection of many brain abnormalitiK. I^sptte these advancw 
however, there remain many conditions in which rtefrctls in ct^nitive functioning go 
undetected by such resources (Smith, 1981; Lezak, 1983; Berg, D anzig, Storandt et 
ai. 1984; Casson, Sicgaî, Sham, et al, 1984; Kicman, Mueller. Lwgston and Van Dyke, 
1987; Walsh, 1987; Kolb smd Whishaw, 1990). Ccmsequenily fdtystdans and other 
clinicians omtinue to rely cm the expertise of tlte neurojajrchotogisi and hii/lrer 
compendium of tests to assist them in;
(1) diagnosing the pnsence and extent of cortical and subtxrrtical damage or dysfunction 
and localizing it where possible
(2) arriving at valid assessment of the level of argnitive functioning of a particular 
patient
(3) determining the nature of the ongoing cae of the patient
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(4) setting realistic goals for the process of reh^ilitaikm of tiK {mitcm 
{McF«, 1975; U u k ,  1985; Kolb and Whishaw, 1990; Walsh, 1987). 
NeuropsychoIogicaJ assessment can pnovicte what at lim a is crwial informalion with 
regard to diagno^s (McFte, 1975; WalA, 1987). McFie (1975) cmphaaired the 
im p tm ai^  of ccHTOCt #ignoB5, mH for a "mere {Mgeon-holing of the pathmi* but for 
id^tiftcaiitH) of possible lesion and p rtW tk  lesitm site. Often it may be the results of 
assessment which first suggest the p r s e n a  of organic cerebral d is « «  (McFie, 1975). 
Walsh (1987) stated that it would be valuable if sensitive behavioural rraasures could be 
refined so as to promote the earlier diagnosis of cerdrral lesitms.
Although diagnosis is of prime interest, more critical is ascertainment of the level 
of cognitive functioning of the patient, for this will determine type of care, management, 
and rehabilitation {dans for the patient. "Assessment is nm a single or isolated episode 
but rather a of the proOKS of cure and care ... (an^) contributes to diagnostic basis 
for tre^ment" (McFie, 1975, p xii). Neunq^chologicW asscssn«ni can be used for re 
evaluation to follow progress or to evaltaue medical, su^ical or psychological treatment, 
and can play an e s ^ t ia l  role in the procea of rehabilitation (McFie, 19 '5; Walsh, 
19897; Kolb and Whishaw, 1990). Determination of the patient’s level of cognitive 
functioning provides an understanding of bow pathology or dysfunction has affected the 
pardcular jatient, and forms the basis for wunselling the patient and family about the 
effects of the disofoer and possible residual deficits (Walsh, 1987; Kolb and Whishav/, 
1990).
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There are well ratablished btiltehes of neuit^jfchok^ical tests in current use, of 
which the Hrnlm*d-Reitan Battery (HRB) (Reitan and Davidam, 1974) and the Luna- |
N^uwka Ncuropsydïoît^icaî Battery (LNNB) (Chii^nsen, 19"^; Oo)d«t, 1981) are |
poWUy U* most well kmrwn. However there is controversy o w  the diagnWc 
eOtctency of both U* HRB amf iM LNNB as evidetced by the vast amount of ilhmuute =
{ x o d i^  on ÜK batteries. The empirkrdly based HRB was develtqted over a period of
WtdfHNi. 1985; 1986; Reitan. 1986) Extotsi^ i?!Mt!Ch has been performed tm the HRB 
to a t ^ l i ^  the validity of Ü* masures in a nunmw of clinW  conditions ami in normal 
«mtfols, and Reitan and Wolfam {1985; 1986) cited numerous reports in the literature 
documeiling the efficacy of the HRB, However, Kolb and Whishaw (1990) (Ascribed a 
number of serimis criticisms of the HRB incWing lack of tWretical foundation, 
inadequate norms, poor asstssment of menwry functions, lack of sensitivity w small 
foodized leKtms, aging efbcts, hKk of ptmahiliiy, and lack of ihoimighness. Kolb and 
Whishaw ( 1990) suggested a revision of the battery wiUt updated and eatemkd norms and 
validation mWies on patients with verified iMitms. Luria and M^ovski (1977) also 
criticized the HRB as lacking a theoretical basis. Russell (1986) however ctudteiged this 
view. He suted tW e is an estaisive theoretical basis for the psycbologlc^psychomethc 
approach {as in the HRB), which is derived from basic neurological theory, clinital lore.
many years ihnwgh studia of thousamls of pati«iü with neurological diKase w  damage, |
I
ami msi nwults wee omelated with indqwtdent diagnose findings (Reitan and |
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and In fact, Reimn and Wolfxm (1985; 1986) described a ctmceptua)
mocte) of brain fbneUtms rqxo%n(ed by the HRB.
The LNNB on the other hand is W ed  on Luna's theoretical principles of higher 
œrtical functiœjing. It wm cteveJoped from Christmtscn's (1975) work (Luna's 
Neurop^dmlc^ical Investij^tion) (Lezak, 1983; Golden, 1986; GokW) and Maruish, 
1986; Kolb and Whishaw, 19%) and re p re ^ ts  an attempt to standard!;^ Luna's 
tedink}ues. It im M W  a quantitative tq^noech to assessment white allowing for iW 
in ^ ra tio n  of qimlilalive data (Golden and Maniish, 1986). Numerous Judies sufqroned 
the contention that the LNNB is a reliable and valid instnrnwnt for tM as^ssmcnt of 
newnqrsychologkal functioning, and furthermore is equivalent to the HRB In 
discriminiuing bndn-damaged from normal patients (G o lt^ , 1981 ; Golden and Maruidi, 
1986). However, tlw LNNB has not been widely atxepted by neuroj^ycbologists (Kolb 
and Whishaw, 1990). Lezak (1983) and Kolb and Whishaw (1990) reported the LNNB 
is unreliable, and its usefulness and validity Imve not been proven except perhaps in the 
hands of the most highly skilled clinicial neuropsycholc^ists. Spiers (1981) conciud«J 
that the LNNB is not capable of fHOviding a comprehensive asseament of 
neuropsychols^ical functioning in its preœnt form (for example, employing a global 
score only, among^ crther series flaws), and later Sated (Spiers, 1984) that the LNNB 
should tK  ̂ be relied upon for clinical purposes without statistically valid and reliable 
nqslicatitm studies. A critical review of the LNNB literature rountcrul this criticism, 
staling that many assertions vm e facWally incorrect, that omclusions were unbased, 
over^erwralized and inaccurate, and that none of the evaluations were empirically based
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or icsled (Moses and Maruish, Î989; Î990). A scries of papers critically evaJualal 
LNNB literature on psychometric and experimental design grounds, for the expnesKd 
purpose of providing "a baîanmî evaluation" of LNNB literature (Moses and Maniish, 
1977; 1988a; 1988b; 1988c; I988d; 1988e; 19881).
Many neuropsychologists prefer to use selected groups of tests which, based on 
both practical experience and research findings, they haw found to be more valmdile, 
suitable or practical (McFie, 1975; Smith, 1981; Lezak, 1983; Kolb and Whishaw, 
19%). Irrespective of the group of tests chosen, neuropsychological assessnt«it Is a very 
time-consuming and expensive proposition requiring highly trainW, highly skillal 
professionals of whom there are relatively few to meet the increasing demand for such 
^rvices. Assessment with an exhaustive collection of tests usually takes four to ten hours 
or more (Kiernan et al, 1987; Kolb and Whi^aw, 1990), often sprrad over two to 
several days. To t&iucc testing time, s«s of tests consisting of three (Eslingcr Damasio, 
Benton and Van Allen, 1985} to five (Riley, Mabe and Shear, 1987) specifically seJeci«J 
tests have been proposed in lieu of longer tm  batteries, but lh«e are still relatively time- 
consuming.
Screening Tests
Screening with selected single tests has been suggested by some authors as a 
means of providing an «onomic, quick, and accurate indication of cognitive dysfunction. 
Tests such as the Trail Making T ^  (Relum and Wolfson, 1985) and the Bender-G«talt 
Test (Hutt, 1977) have been proposed as examples of single instruments which could be
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used todeîecl impairment in cogniti^ functioning (Lacks, Harrow. Coibevt and Levine, 
\9TQ; Radford, Chaney, O’Leary and O'Leary, 1978; Mczzich mtd Moses, 1980). 1%e 
Trail Making Test a s s e s s  visual-conceptual and visuomotor tracking plus motor speed 
and attention functions. The Bender-Gesialt Test assesses visual sjralial mid visuo- 
constructional functions. While both tests are sensitive to brain damage (Lezak, 1983), 
and valid for the purpoœ for which they were designed, their focus is too narrow to 
adequately detect deficits in areas not served by the tests (Lczak, 1983; Faust and Fc^cJ, 
1989).
Assessment of cognitive functioning using two antithetical tests has also been 
suggestKi (Wdjster, Scott, Nunn et al, 1984), one to assess left hemisphere function (the 
Cognitive Cajracity Screening Exam - CCSE [Jacobs, Bernhard, Delgado and Strain. 
1977)), and one to assess right liemisphere function (Memory For Designs - MFD 
[Graham and Kendall, I960]), but again a pn*lem arises as to sensitivity. Studi« show 
the CCSE to have a high rate of false negative results, with patients otherwise 
neuTolc^iolly ass^sed as impairKl soiring above the cutoff score (Nelson, Fogel and 
Faust, 1986; Schwamm, Van Dy’ Kiernan et al, 1987; Strain, Fulop, LeWvits et al, 
1988). The MFD has a low accuracy rate (Lezak, 983), and there is some doubt about 
its validity mtd the reli^ility of its scoring system (McFie, 1975). Although the two tests 
may indeed be synergistic (overall accuracy 81% for combined tests versus 73% for the 
MFD and 61 % fc. the CCSE alone)(Webster el al, 1984) cognitive deficits may well be 
missW.
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An adequate assessment of an individual p n ^ tin g  with a possible defuâi in some 
areas of cognitive functioning is Umc ctmsuming, and neuropsychological ctmsultation 
is not always readily accessible. At the same time, however, the need oAwt ariKS in 
many ofitœs, clinics and institutions W rather quickly make a decision concerning a 
patient’s levd of cognitive functimüng. In re ^ n se  to this situation several brief 
"Wside" screening tests were developed (KWm, Goldfarb, ï^lack and Peck, 1960; 
Folstein, Folstein and McHugh, 1975; Pfeiffer, 1975; Mattis, 1976; Jacobs et al, 1977), 
TTiese tests were désignai with the dïjecti« of having an assument wol aval Wile which 
oHild be by clinicians, nurses, tntm s and others, to quickly (five to ten minutes) 
and «wurately d«ermine the ro«tal status of the psj^iatric, geriatric, or neurologic 
patient. However, toth experience mid re^arch h a^  shown these brief scrmiing tests 
to have a high rate of false positive results (indication of deficit where none exists) 
(Nelson et al, 1986; Strain et al, 1988), and more critically, a high rate of false n a tiv e  
residts (no induction of tkficit which «dually exists) (Nelson et W, 1986; Schwamm et 
al, 1987; Strain et al, 1988; Faust man, Moses and Csemansky, 1990). In addition these 
tests arc reported to demonmaie low sensitivity (^ility to reliably detect «^nhive 
deficits that are not obvious clinically [Nelxm et W, 1986; Schwamm et al, 1987; 
Kokmen, Naesans & Offord, 1987; Strain et al, 1988; Faust & Fogel, 1989; Baker, 
1989; Fausimffli et al, 1990; Beatty & Goodkin, 19%]) and low specificity (ability to 
reli^ly identify only cognitive deficits (Nelson el al, 1986; Strain et al, 1988; Baker, 
Î989J).
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Ndstm «  at (1986) critically reviewed the five most frequemly cited bedside 
cognitive screening tKts that use an interview format and rKjuire brief administration 
timK, namely Kahn's Mental Status Questionnaire (MSQ {Kahn et al, I960]), Mini- 
M «m l Examiiaîit» (MMS (Folstein et al, 1975]), Short Portable Mental Status 
i^ieaionnaire (SPMSQ [Pfeiffer, 1975]), Cognitiw Capacity Screening Examinatitm 
{CCSE [J ^ A s  et al, 1977]) and the Mattis Dcmraitia Rating Scale (DRS [Mattis, 1976]). 
These reviewers found a rather limitai range of Widation studies on all of there irats 
and hent% concluded none of the t« ts  ctnild be considered well validatal. In examining 
the {Hitcomc of the studies they found all of the tests to have high false negative rates, 
reme 50% and higher, as for example the CCSE with 51 % faire neptive classifitations 
in the Wdïster et al (1984) study. This finding was supported by a more recent study 
(Schwamm et al, 1987) which showed a 53% fWre negative rate for the CCSE and a 
43% fWse n e ^ v c  rate for the MMS. Nelsm et al (1986) additionally amcluded th« 
Ofgnitive dysfunction due to focal tekm s, ^jccially  of the right temisphenc, and mild 
diffuse ce^nitive dysfunction are the most likely deficits to be missed. While Nelson et 
al (1986) reportai that the tests are abte to detect moderate to revere delirium and 
dementia with "acceptable" accuracy, they also suggested these "..tests will fail where 
they would be most needed - in ev^uating patients without manifest organic disease in 
which more subtle cognitive disorder might be crucial to diagmsis, case formulation, or 
treatment planning". Strain a  al (1988) also compared two of these tests, the MMS and 
the CCSE, along with the Tœhistoscope (T-Scope) Test all of which are commonly used 
to detect organic mental disorder. They found a high frequency of false n^aiire  and
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false positive results, specially in the mildly dysfunctional group- In addition. Strain et 
al (1988) emphasized the W  that the MMS and CX^E u%d p^hiatiists' diagnoses as 
the aandand for compariam in test development, leuling Uiem to conclude that tW c is ^
■i
no objective and absolute validity standard. ^
Baker {1989) investigated how screening tests for wgnitive impairment diffaed, mtd |
whether one should be selected rather than another for w% with a specitic (geriatric) a
1
population. He compared the same five screening tests of cognitive ^ i l i^  reviewed by |
Nelson, Fogel and Faust (1986) (MMS, SPMSQ, (X3E, MSQ, and DRS) ance th«e 
screening devices are frequently u%d with the elderly in clinical practitte. Limitations 
were reportai for tdl of these tests, limitatitms related to amtent (for example delayed 
recall, langiage, visuo-s(^al ability) and thus limitations in the ass^sntent of ̂ >ecific 
functions. Therefore the choit* of a screening t« t would depend on the area of oonorn 
(Baker, 1989); this could r»uU in inadequate assessment and missed deficit if the test 
cÎKîsen wms unsuitable. In Aker's (1989) review, tensitivity and ^«cifidty for the five 
tests were r^ r te d  to "range from very good to not so good".
More recently two new brief tests of mentel stetus have developed, the Short
Test of Mental Status (STMS [Kokmen et al, 1987]) and tire Modifiai Mini-Mental State 
Examination (3MS [Teng & Chui, 1987]), Both of the» tests may prove to be only 
slightly (if at ;̂ 1) betier than some of the earlier tests mnce the only imprmtement is the 
addition of a few or different items for massing specific functions. The authors of the 
STMS state the test shows acceptable sensitivity and spœifidty for différaitiating 
demented from non-demeoted patients but nevertheless rome patients with demottia score
ii
high (w ti% tea and some patients without dementia scone low. The 3MS incorpoi^es 
minoT changes to the MMS, that is, while retaining brevity the test samples a bromler 
variay of cognitive functions and wider range of difücuUy levels, which the authors slate 
impow the soisitivity over the MMS. However the 3MS is only slightly more 
oomprehet^ve than the MMS sinw it incorporates only four added items (dale and place 
of birth, mming four-leg^ animals, similarité, a sectmd recall) and some other minor 
d i a n ^  in adminisuatlon and scoring. Oiin and Zelinsld (1991) reportai that the authors 
of the 3MS (Teng and Chui, 1987) have not asressed the validity or reliability of the 
3MS nor have they suggested a cutoff arore.
All of there brief screeting deviœs wwe develtqred for specific use with specific 
populations for the pur^wre of quickly assessing the mental slate of the patient; for 
example, the MSQ, the DRS, and the SPMSQ were designed for detecting dementias in 
the elderly, while the MMS and the CCSE were employed with medically ill and 
{«ychi^c iratients. The use of tlrere bedside screening devices was later arbitrarily 
extoid«l to patient populations other than those for which they were designed, and to 
tHher sitmtions such as assessing cognitive functioning in longitudinal and 
epidemiologital studies. It cannot be assumed that a test validated on a clearly defined 
group is ureful for assessment of other individuals, groups, or situations (Walsh, 1987). 
In fact, Olin and Zelinski (1991) qrecifi^ly caution against the use of the MMS in 
longitudinal rease^b using elderly community sam pé because of its psychometric 
instebility, and they lamented its continued popularity.
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TW quation arises then of whether the use of very brief, aJmoa cursoiy nwttW 
mttK examinations for detectitm of cognitive deficit is equivalent to, or as valid as, the 
UM of a brief but more comprehensive cognitive sreening test which (1) demonstrates 
^x»d construct and criterion vdidity, (2) assesses a wider scope of «ignitive abilities, and 
(3) is mote appnqmate for use with diveme pc^latiot» ?
A review of the literature indicated that, Wter than the ^ t s  dacribed abcne, very 
few meening insbumotts for as^sslng «%oitîve functioning erist, and as FauA and 
Fogtd (1989) ^ated "...there is a gap betveet highly ansitive exhaustive methods and 
diniodly amvenient but l«s sensitive methods* (p 25). To bridge tW  gap two mid­
range scTCCTing le ts for detecting cognitive deficits have been reantly developed, the 
NeurrWtavioral Cognidve Status Examination (NCSE (Kiernan et al, 198?]) mid the 
High Soisitivity Ct^nidve Scre«r (HSCS [Faust and F o ^ ,  1989]), both of whidi appear 
to be more comprehensive, sensitive and qiecific for detecting cognitive dysfimction than 
the earlier bedside screening instruments, TTw NCSE was ctesigned for use with 
bdtavimirally disturbed patients in acute diagnostic unite, and has beet used by the 
authors as part of their psychiatric consultation on medical padmts.
The NCSE uses a screen and mrtiic ajqmsch, aa»sscs ^ i s  within five m%or 
areas of ct^nitivc functicning (language, constructions, memory, calculations, reasoning) 
by means of graded Iasi's, has a multidimensionsd scoring sy^m , and takes five minute 
to complete in the abænce of impairment and 10 to 20 minutes if cognitive dysfunction 
is present. Wium cxrmffâred to the CCSE and the MMS in a validation study (Schwwnm 
ct al. 1987) it was found to be more sensitive than either of the other two tests.
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However, white NCSE is an impmvemem over e*i siting screening devices (Strain 
and FuJop, 1987), there have been no au d i»  reported, other than the Schwamm et at 
(1987) study, of the reliability and validity of the NCSE, The NCSE has not lieen tested 
again# a clinical standard to assess the clinical meaning of the deficits it measures, there 
are ite nqwrts cm how the degree of cognitive im ^rm en t was derived using the N(ZSE. 
and tfm tKt has not b w t compared with other standml psychometric instruments (Strain 
and Fulop, 1987; Yazdtnfar, 1990). Further studies therefore need to be carried out in 
o rd a  to validate the psychometric properties o f this instrument.
The HSCS assesses sidlls five cognitive domains (memory, language, 
VfSUomc«or/spalial, attention/concentration, sdf-regulaiion and planning), uses a 
mulbdimensioml scoring system, and tWt% 20 - 30 minutes to administra. Altlmugh it 
hW a high accuracy rate for prediction of deficits it may not detect some discrete right 
hemi^here lesions (Faust and Fogel, 1989). The high accuracy rate may I» partly due 
to the exclusion of (mtieits with less than grmle eight education, and the high interrater 
relWtility may be partly due to the fact the raters were from the same institution (Faust 
and Fogel, 1 9 ^ .  A review of the literature failai to find any other references to further 
validity studies on the HSCS.
load^uacy of Cuneni C t^ tlv e  Screening Ptaclkes
Strain et al (1988) suggested that despite attempts to heighten the physician’s 
awareness, up to 70% of o r ^ i c  mental ditorders remain undeteclW, undiagnosed and 
untreated, particularly if the symptoms are minimal, ttompenssted, or transitory, Ckdhi,
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Strain, WeJU and Jacobs (1980) reported that 33% of medicWly-iil patients Rneened for 
cognitive dysfuwtion within 24 htntrs after admission to a medW ward had signifiant 
clinically relevant ct^nitive deficits; 16% of these w*re undetected by Ito^ital staff. 
Reassesmeni at discharge revealed 28% continued to ^mw evic^tce of cc^Hive 
impurment.
Similar satiates have bom rqtotted in gniatric popuUitUms. In a audy of 
physician behaviour as related to medical/surgical ^natric htM^ial admissions, 
McCartney and Palmateer (1985) found that 79% of «%nitive defidts were misred by 
the examining physician. Also, mit of 394 examinations only fmtr (1%) mmtal status 
examinations wme recorded. They arguer that gltAal techniques of evaluation require 
ren%diatiw if medical a re  of the elderly is W be improved, ^recially a clear-mt 
deficit on admi^on was predictive of later quKxfes of acute confusion. Additkmally, 
Palmateo’ and McCartney ( 1985} investigared nursing asSKsment technique for detection 
of o^ititive impairment in elderly {mtients and found n u r^  used indirect tAscrvation 
(ttocriptors such as "disoriented*, "conftiscd*. "fbrgaful") rather tW  ftmmal 
examiruttion. Out of 182 patients a^sred  with a swdardized cr%nidve screening 
65 (36%) smred at a level suggestive of cc^nttive dysfunction; only 18 of there 65 
palioits (28%) had been identifiW by nurses as having ct^niiive deficits. There were no 
recorded formal mental status examinations poformed by nurm  for any of the 182 
patients. Considering the fact that all three of there studies assess»! %gnitive impairmart 
using the CCSE, an instrument which, as reported rarlier, has been shown k> have a high 
rate of false negative results, the incident of undetected cognitive deficits in there
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patkots was Utely gresuly umkn»timated. EaMm, Sioncs and Rockwood (19S6) a!so 
n^mrted a g r e ^  prévalut» of cc^niiivt dysfunctHMi in otdeiiy in^^taJised {^tknis 
scieenod ^ycNiimrüiadly (32%) dan the prevalence indicated by criteria used by 
idtyiidans (23%) «r nurs^ (16%). Futbermore, dtey fmind that 90% of the pui«its a ^  
85 ^ t i s  Of showed evidence of ct^nitive im pairm ^t whoi a æ a e d  with a 
liven ing  instniment. Only 46% of the*  {^ients were classified as cognitively impaired 
by t^ysician*s rqports. Eaton et al (1986) ^res*d the importance of « ^ r a k  assessn*nt 
of ct^nitive impdrment in gmatric }»ti^ts since many conditions other than tkmmtia 
may be the xnirce of the dysfunction. Because some of tim e conditicms are reversible, 
failure to detect cognitive dysfunction may preclude further investigation and treatment 
(Eaton et al. 1986).
Barclay, Weiss, Mattis et al (1988) investigated the prevalwce of unreoignized 
cc^nitive impaimwit in chronic severe a id iac  disease. They assesad clinically si^Ie 
admissions (free known stroke Cf demmtia) to a caidiac rehabilitation service. 
Multiple cognitive dcfimis were identified in 40% of the patients nnd milder impairments 
in 30% of the patients. Barclay €l al (1988) reœmmerwW rcHJiirk cognitive screening for 
caidiac patients. It appears then, that although bedsitk screening tests exist, albeit with 
limitations, they are not routinely or universally used for assessing mental status in "at 
ride" patimts.
As comprdien^ve neuropsychological testing is not usually requested for routine 
clinical examinations, die problem an s»  of how to briefly but validly assess a f ^ e n t  for 
pOKÜiIe im|Mirm«it in c%nitive functioning. Becau* the available arcening for
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(ktecting o^nitive (kflcits are mintfrally $i;œc«9kl <N«îsofi et al, 1986; Schwunm et 
ml, 1987; Kokmei et al, 1987; Strain «  al, 1988; Baker, 1989; FmuM and Fo$tà, 1989; 
Beatty and Goodkin, 1990; Fauidmann et al, 1990; Yaedanfar, 1990) the need exials for 
a reliable, valid, aimprehensi^ yet relativdy brief screening device with high setsiüvity 
and qwciOcity for diMereniiating b^vtwi mmnally wgnitivdy functiomng individuals 
and tho« with a^nitivc thtfictts. It w%ild be desirable m have an insbvn^t which not 
only d t^e^  global c^nitive dysfuia^ion but {^efendily a i^ecific area of dysftmctW for 
eruunple in langtmge, memory, ctmMruciionW or ^ratial idriliti». Although accurate 
dtagnmds and localization of lesions are important ocmsiderations, the more mtrcal 
qiretdion is whetlxr o^niUve dysfunction exists, aiul if so, to what earent? Ideally such 
a tMt would also have the capacity to distinguiA b^went clinical group# such as the 
brain injured versus the i»ychiatrically disordered (fw example, those with schizophrenia 
and depressicm), and between thore individuals with right hemisj^oe versus left 
hemisph»e lesions. A screening t ^  result suggestive of impairment in areas of «igoitive 
functioning would then ^  the basis for initiating a full and comprWwisive 
(^fopsyclK ^kal evaluatitm. A ttst result indicating performant* within the nom^ 
range would allay the need for such an extensive assessment. Taken together, this would 
mtsure the mW efficient use of available rreuroj^ychological services.
Purpose of the Rudy
The {Hffpose of this audy therefore was to validate a brief cc^nitive screening t ^ ,  the 
Quick Cognitive Screening Test (QC^T), based on original work by McFie (1975). The
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wis to (kvisc a test with the ^ t i t iv ity  and spwfieity to tap a broad ra n ^  of 
c c ^ t iv e  dysfunction, iiKluding dysfunctWm not usually Elected by existing Kteening 
devices.
Hypotbeas
(1) The QCST detects, with a high degree of xnsitivity wtd specificity, cogniti^ deficits 
in brain ipjured indtvidials.
(2) The QCST differentiates betvreen clinical groups.
(3) n%  palkro of tire test %ores diffemttiaics b«ween taiienis with primary 
neurological d m g n o ^  such as cerdirovascular accident, traumatic brain injury, and 
<Mher related disorders, and patioits with primary diagnoses of psychiatric illness, 




Eighty-Rvc subjects took part in the study. There wwc 43 males and 42 femalei. The 
age n n ^  17 to 83 yean (nrean »  41.6, SD »  18,3). Handednns m&s asaa ta d  
using the A n w t Hamiednm (^ealonW re, Seventy-revai of the st^jects w ee  right- 
handed, reven were left-handed, and ere  of mixed-handediress. Number of years oi 
educatkm ranged from S to 17 years (mean *  11.1, SD "  2.8).
The total am ple comprised three gnmps;
(1) Neurologkak Thirty-nine f» ti^ ts  with documented brain lésons were 
selected from those referred to the Psychology Department of the Nova Scotia 
RehabiliWrnt C^m e fw  full neunopsycholpgical asressmmtt. One female patient refused 
to finish lire resting. Tire renreWng 38 jsuiems raided in age from 17 to 79 jnars {mean 
«* 44.5 years, SD *  19.3) and conssted of 20 males (m »n age -  42.1 years, SD •* 
18.6) and 18 fwnales (mean age -  47.1 years, SD •  20.1). Years of eduratfon ranged 
from 6 to 15 yean {mean «• 10.1, SD «  2.5).
InciuaoiLcnigia
(1) the preseiree of a documented and clearly defined right hemi#ph»e lesion, or
(2) the presence of a documented and clearly defined left hemisphere lesion, or
(3) the presence of documented diffuse cerd>rel tk m ^ e .
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Pfttho!(^y was «m nm W  by Rewromdiok^ioU p ttx^ures siKh as computenced 
tomography (CT Scan) or magnetic resonance imaging (MRI), and full 
neoropsychWogical assessment.
Exclusion criictiign
The pm em x of a «^existing psychiatric disorder such as schizophrenia or bipolar 
disorder, potradally affecting wgnitive functioning.
The group was further tWineakd into dimgiwstic subgroups for subsequent 
am îys». These included a grmip of 16 patients (mean age ■ 58.6 years, 8D «  16.7) 
with a diagnosis of cerebrova^ular accident (CVA or *sboke*), a group of 15 patients 
(mean age »  29.3 years, SD »  9,7) with a diagnosis of traumatic brain injury (TBI), 
and a miswllaneous group (others) of %ven |»lients (mean age ■ 44.4 years, SD = 
15.4). Ten of the CVA patients had a right hemisphere CVA, while six CVA patients 
had a let) hemisphere CVA, Diagnoses in the miscellaneous subgrmtp included two cases 
with Friedreich’s Ataxia, o% case each of meningomyelocele, stdwachnoid 
hemorrhage, cerdîral palsy, left meningioma, hcroin-overdose-induced coma.
(2) ftychUitric: Eight male and seven female residents at the Halifax County 
Regional Rehabilitation C«ttre %reed to ;srticipue in the study. The subjects ranged in 
age from 20 to 59 years (mean -  32.7, SD ■ 11.9). Years of education ringed from 
5 to 14 years (mean ■ 9.3, SD *  2.5). According to medical r»ords, psychiatric 
diagnoses included ten cases of chronic schizophrenia (eight paranoid, two 
undifferentiated), one of schizoid personality disorder, one of bipolar mood disorder wuh
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dîscssivc-compuîsive personality disorder, one chronic anxiety with depression and 
mixed pcrKjnaliiy disorder, two of mixed perajnaliiy disorder.
Exclusion criterion
The pre^nce of a coexisting neurological or nwdical condition, aisrt from the primary 
psychiatric diagnosis, which might additionally affect cognitive functioning.
AH ex(^t one of the subjects in this group were on psychotropic meditation at 
the time of testing and had a history of psychotropic drug therai^ for more than two 
years. According to medical records those individuals with a diagnosis of %hizophrenia 
were psychiairically stable.
(3) Controls: Thiny-diree healthy volunteers were recruited from Introducti y 
Psychology classes at Saint Mary's University, from a H^ifax Rotary Club and from a 
Halifax YWCA elder-aerobics class, to serve as age-matched normal controls. There 
were 16 males and 17 females. Data from one of the male volunteers was excluded from 
subsequent analysis because of poor performance (suspect of cognitive deficit) on the 
WAIS-R. The 32 remaining subjects ranged in age from 17 to 83 years (m«n = 42.5, 
SD = 18.6). Years of education ranged from 10 to 17 years (mean = 13.4, SD = 1,8).
(1) a history of a medical or a psychiatric condition,
(2) current use of presented drugs,
(3) misuse of alcohol or "recreational" drugs,
all of which could potentially affect cognitive functioning.
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Design
An after-only teîween-groups experimental research design was used in the study. 
A cognitive deficit was operationally defined as a decrement in performance below an 
experimentally determined cutoff stxire in a specific cogniii%o ability, for example, 
delayed recall, visuospüial ability, pert^lion. The ttependeni variable wm the presence 
and extent of a paiticular œgniüve deficit as measured quantitatively by performance on 
selected ifâts. The independent variables w «e the clinical group (normal versus brain 
lesioned versus psychiatric) and the organic subgroup (localized right-lesioned or left* 
lesioned versus diffuæ lesioned).
Materials
Tests administered included the new Quick Cognitive Screening Test (QCST), the 
Wechsler Adult Intelligence Stale - Revised (WAIS-R pVechsler, 1981)), the National 
Adult Reading Test (NART [Nelson, 1982)), and the Unconventional (Unusual) Views 
Test (UVT [Warrington and Taylor, 1973]), (see Appendix B).
The ^ S T  consists of 78 items sorted into 17 subtests. The% inclutte Orientation, 
Attention/Concentration, Verbal Immediate Memory, Voc^ulary, Naming, Similarities, 
Analogies, Mental Arithmetic, Arithmetic, Verbal Delayed Memory, Memory for New 
Learning, Visuo-Attention/Visuo*Spatia! Ability, Constructional Praxis, Object 
Identification, Gwmetric Designs, krceptual Closure, and Visual Delayed Memory. The 
scoring is multidimensional, each subtest having a score, plus a global score obiainai by
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summing at! the sublKl scoies. Summary scores for verbal ^iliites and nonverbal 
abilities, verbal memory, and visual memory are ^so provided.
The WAIS-R is a well established, well validated instrument for the assessment 
of intellectual functioning with Full Scale, Verbal, and I^rformance (nonverbal) IQ 
swms. More ^gnlRcanüy however, the WAIS-R provided individual subtest sœres with 
which similar scoi% on the QCST «mid be «rmpared, for examine performant in 
Vocabulary, Simi1ariii«, and Arithmetic.
The NART is a well validated test (Nelson and McKenna, 1975) which wms 
specifically designed to provide a means of estimating premmbid let^I of intellectual 
functioning in patients suspwted of suffering from intellectu^ deterioration. The NART 
is comprised of a list of 50 words of increasing difficulty which are "insular" with 
respect to the common rules of grapheme/phoneme reprerentation and pronoundation. 
The NART score can be usW to predict a WAIS-R FSIQ, VIQ and P1C( and the probdrle 
extent of deterioration can be deduced from the discrepancy between the predicted 
premoibid IQ and the actual WAIS-R IQ {O’CarrolI and Gillcaid, 1986).
The UVT involves recognition of common rejects prerented picwrally in 
unconventional and ccmventional views and provides a good estimate of diffiereniial 
penrepluai deficits and right hemisphere functioning {Warrington and Taylor, 1973).
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IVocedure
{^mission was (Stained from the Resrarch and Bhics Committee of the Nova 
Scotia Rehabilitation Centre to assess patients referred for neuropsychok^ical 
assRsnwrt. Selection of patients was carried out in consultation with tW assigned staff 
pAyaatrist. ï^rmission was also (Stained from the Research and Ethics Committee of the 
HaU&x County Regional Rehabilitation Centre to recruit volunteer from the p^chialric 
residtmt population at tlw centre. Approval for recruitment of volunteers to serve as 
normal controls, as well as sanctioning of the stWy under the auspices of the Saint 
Mary’s University Psychtrfogy Department, received from the Researoh and Ethics 
Committee. StudCTt volunteers received credit towards their course mark for panicij»tion 
in the study. Elderly volunteer were offered an honorarium for their participation.
All subjects were a#essed individually using the QCST, the UVT, the NART and 
the WAIS-R, in the order listed. The QCST took approximately 15 to 30 minutes to 
complete depending on the performantte of the subject. Total testing time fw the four 
tests ranged from approximately one and one-half hours u> four hours per subject. 
Periodic breaks were givat when ncMssary to red u a  fatigue, and in some instencK 
testing with the neurological group was carriKi out ovter two separate sessions. Informed 




TSble 1 and Figures Î lo 5 <App«id» A) show that there %%re diffoences 
behwen the three grou]» in the means of lire five summary Kores, nanrely Ure man 
G1(W Score, m%n Verbal Score, mean Ntmveibal Swre, mean Verbal Meitrery Score, 
and mean Visual Memory Score. To tteCTmine whethw the différences in the mean 
summary scorM were stati^cally signifitani, onetray analy^  of variairee were carried 
out. Results showed, titat for all five summary scores, there were significant diffwences 
in performanc* between the three groups: Global S«tre, F{2,82) = 27.13, p <.0001; 
Verbal Score, F(2,82) = 26,92, p <.0001; Nonverbal Siare, F(2,82) «  18.14, 
p < .0001; Verbal Memory Sctme, F(2,82) = 47.24, p < .0001; Visual Memory Score, 
F(2,82ï »  26.61, p <,0001 f l^ le  A-1, A}^xtndix A). To c o m i^  the differHices in 
p«forman« bctweat die groups, Scheffe's S Test for multiple comparisons was used. 
The Scheffe S procedure is one of the most flexible, consev^ve, and ixrtjust (with 
reqrect to nonnormality and hetmrgencity of variat^) a posteriori procedures available 
(Kirk, 1982). It be used to compare all contrasts between means, rm just pairwise, 
and tan be used with an unequal sample number (Kirk, 1982).
Remits were as follows:
Global^core: The performanro of the control group differed significantly from 
the performatKe of the neurologic^ group (Scheffe S, p < .05). In addition there was
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a significant diffômtce in performance toween the contmi group and the psychiatric 
group (Scheffe S, p < .(J5),
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'nære no ngniftcant difTeren» in gWW perfonmnce between the neurok%iW group 
araî the fKychiatric group.
Veifeal Sçofe: Th#e was a significani dlfiieiencc between the peifonnance of the 
control group and the neutWt^kal grtnip in v^ital abUHl^ {Scheffe S, p < .OS). The 
ctmtrcd group also differed significaniJy from the psychiaBic group (Scheffe S, p < .05) 
in this summary area. The performance of Ore neurolt^ical group and the psychiatric 
group was not significandy different in verbal abilities.
NtmvataL Scorer In the nonvwW summary area there was a significant 
difference in pmforman» betweei the cwilrol group and the neurological group (Scheffe 
S, p < .05), and between the omtrol group and Üte psychiatric group (Sdreffe S, 
p <.C^). There was no signiOant d iffs« t«  in the nonverbal performan% of the 
neurological group and the psychiatric group.
Veibal Memoiy Srore: The «mtrol group differed significantly feom both Ü» 
neurok^ical group and the psychiatric group in remembering verbal material (Scheffe 
S, p <.05). The neurological groiqj and the psychiatric group demonstrated no 
significant diffKence in verba! memoty performance.
Visual Memory Score: Memory for visual material significantly differentiated 
between the «mtrol group and the neurologital group, and Wditionally, between the 
control group aiuJ the psychiatric groiq) ÇScheffc S, p < .05). However, thee was no 
significant difference between tire performance of the neurological group and the 
psychiatric group in remembering visial stimuli.
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Tite contn^ gniup had the hi^iest mean scores in all five summary a rm
Ï). Fulhemxwe, as Figurra 1 U> 5 {Af^xndix A) show, the Global Score, Vertral 
Sane, Nonvabal Score, and VerW Memory Sane for the control group fell within a 
rektivdy lesWcW upper range compared to thme for the psychiatric group and the 
neurological group. The range of Koies for Visiud Memory mts the same for the three 
gioujs.
S ubpoop  Différence
In order to investigate the performance of the neurological group more closely, 
this group was broken down into CVA, TBI, and m is^laneous (others) subgroups. As 
Table 1 and Figim^ il to 10 (Appendix A) show, there was a difference in the mean 
summary score of the subgroups. The mean soîtcs of the TBI subgroup were higher 
those of the CVA subgroup and the mi%ellaneous subgroup. Because of the small sample 
m e  in the mis«llaneois subgroup (n «  7), this sut^roup was not included in subsequait 
analyses. For the same reasrn, the CVA patients were not further delineated into a 
ad%roup with right hemi^rherc CVA (n = 10), and a sut^roup with left temisf^rerc 
CVA (n =  6 ) for purposes of analyses, but rather, were treated together. Therefore the 
subgroups for analyas were control, psychiatric, CVA and TBI. Oneway analyses of 
variance were carried out cm the summary scores by subgroup. Results showed that, fw  
each of ± e  summary sarrra, there were significant differences in performance between 
ttw subgroups: Global Score F{3,74) = 26.18, p <.0001; Verbal Score F(3,74) = 
24,76, p < .0001; Nonverbal Score F(3,74) = 16.48, p < .0001; Verbal Memory Score
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PP.74) «  35.59, p < ,0001; Visual Mcraofy SconeF(3,74) -  18.23, p <,0001 {Table 
A*2, A). As «cpected, poM boc multiple compariscms (Schefïie, p < .05)
revealed that the performance of the control group vms tigniftcantly different from the 
pcffwmancc of the psj^iatnc subgroup, the CVA subgroup, and the TBI sul%rowp in 
veiW ^ iliü » , nonverbal abilities, verW meowy, visual memory, and gltWIy. 
Additiorally howew, results showed that tNme were sgnifkant d if% rer^ in tW mean 
scores of the CVA subgroup and the TBI subgroup in verbal abilities, ntmverbal abiliti», 
verbal menwry, and gItWly. Tluae was no significant difTo«ice baween the CVA 
std^roup and the TBI subgroup in visual tiwrnory performance. There were no 
ngnifi«tnt differences betwem the psychiatric sui%roup and the CVA subgroup im any 
of the sumnmry scores, nor were there significant diffierert^ baween the psydiiatric 
grcHip and the TBI group tm any of the summary ^sies.
Group Differences on Sublet Scores
The means and standard deviations of the QCST subtest srores for all üw groups 
are given in TËrle A*3, Appwdix A, Becau» of the number of depwrfem wWtles in 
relation to sample size, multivariate analysis of variance was not an apprc^ate statistical 
technique to use to determine whether any of the su b its  difiererttiated sgnificantly 
b^w w i the origiimi groups (control, psychiatric, nmolc^cai). Therefore, oneway 
analyse of variance of sub t^  by gnnip were carried out. IbMults showed there were 
significant differences in mean scores between the three groups on all of the subtess:
Oriaitaîksî F(2,82) «  10.75 p < .01; AltentiiMî/CcMKCflîfBtkm F(2,82) “  4,50, p < .01; 
V « W  ImnwdàK Memory F(2,82) ■> 4,63, p < .01; Vocabulary F{2,82) ■* 12.24, 
p < 01; Naming F(2,K ) -  7.86, p < .01; Similariües F{2,82) -  5.74, p <.01; 
Aialogles F(2,82) «  7.95, p < .01; Mental AnihmWc F(2,82), p < .01; Arithmetic 
F(2,82), p <  01; V ^ ta l Delayed Memory F(2,82) ■ 16.33, p < .01; Mcmwy for New 
Leamin# F{2,82) *  39.27, p < .01; Visuoatîattion/ V tsuo^tiaJ F{2,82) -  8.09, 
p < .0 I ;  Constîucttonal Praxis F(2,82) »  11.76, p < .01 ; % ject Identification F(2,82) 
“  4.56, p < .01; Geometric Designs F{2,82) «  5.13, p < .01; Pcrceptval Closure 
F(2,82) «  4.15, p < .01; Visual Delayed Memory F(2,82) =  26.61, p < ,01.
Poa hoc multiple wmparisons (Scheffe’s S Test) were usW to determine which groups 
were dgnificantly differentiated by the various subtests (Table 2). In summary, results 
were as follows:
(1) tire control group differed significantly from the neurolc^iral group (Scheffe S, 
p <  .05) on all of the subtests except Mental Arithmetic,
(2) the rontrol group differed signifitanily from the psychiatric group (SchelTc S,
p < .05) on c i ^  subrests, namely VocabuWy, Naming, Similariti^, Mwiial 
Arithmetic. VerW Delayed Memory, Memory for New Learning, Visuo- 
AttMtion/Visuo-Siatial Ability, Visual Delayal Memory, and
(3) the psychiatric group differed significantly from the neurological group (Scheffe S, 
p <  .05) only on the Orient^lon subrest.
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Tabic 2




Orientâtion 11.41* 10.87* 9.42 Neurological
attent/dncentretion 3.34" 3.13 2.63 Neurological
verbal Xmed. Memory 4.97* 4.47 4.33 Neurological
voeetmlery 5.69* 4.60 5.11 Psych C Meuro
Neming 5.00* 4.40 4.32 Psych 6 Meuro
Simileritlee 3.53* 2.67 2,74 Psych 6 Meuro
Analogie# 3.81* 3.07 2.69 Neurological
Mntal Arithmetic 4.75* 3.67 4.08 Psychiatric
Arithmetic 11.66* 10.60 9.67 Neurol^ical
Verbal Delayed Memory 3.34* 3.00 1.58 Psych £ Meuro
Memory (New Learning) 6.81* 1.30 1.95 Psych £ Meuro
Visuoattention/apatial 7.69* 5.87 6.18 Psych £ Meuro
constructional Praxis 8 53 7.07 5.55 Neurological
Object Identification 4.56* 4.20 3.84 Neurological
Geometric Designs 4.84* 4.73 4.05 Neurological
Perceptual Closure 4.78* 4.20 4.00 Neurological
Visual Delayed Memory 5.00* 1.60 1.61 Peych £ Meuro
• Scheff# S# p < .05
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ReUmbUKy
Because wrd aliemate-fonn iwüwds were not a^^Nvpnaw nor
aviütable for this study, the lnfer>itcfn conWaeocy pnxsdure was employed to determine 
the reliability o f tf% QCST. T1% ooefReiatt a l i ^  formula » tim sks tl% teliability that 
would be obtained from alt possible ways of subdividing the teit, and gives tl% tkgree 
of (xwrdadM between the individual test items (Nunnally, 1972). U^ng itte subtest 
scenes (unsealed) plus the summary scores, the coefftcimit alpha was found to be .87 
(cases -  85, items *  22). Thus, 87% of the variance in test sccmes was due to true 
vananœ in the cc^nitive ability measured, and 13% was error w iance  due to content 
sampling and content heterogateity (Anastasi, 1988).
Cofl^ruct Validity
Construct-related validity of the ()CST was assessed by means of Pearson 
Product Momstt Correlation Coefficients to ensure that the t w  provided a true measure 
o f the ct^nilive procras^ It purported lo measure. Ckmstntet-rdatcd validity is a 
com pr^w ^ve c o n c ^  that is inclusive of the mher ty p e  of W idity (Aramsi, 1988). 
Therefore, in assessing in s tru c t validity using the Pearson r  correlation coefficient 
procoiuFB, the Internal conshdency and convergent validity were assessed, subsumed 
under «mstruct-related validity. The I^ rso n  r  correlation coefficients were examined 
from ftHir perspectives.'
(1) Contfeticm of QCST Rubiest Scores with Summary Scores: Table 3 shows 
there were signifiant correlations (p i - 0 1 )  between (JCST subtest scores and the QCST
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summary n»res xuW 0)oW  Soxre, amftrming the internal consistency of the QCST as 
ckmonstnted above by the coefficient alpha. AtWitionally, QCST subtest x tnes 
comprising Ae v « W  dimension anrdated significantly with the Veibd Score and the 
Verbal Mwnwy Sc«e ïmoviding suj^pt»l fw  a m v e i |^ t  validity within the t^ t  (Table 
3). Altemadvdy, tl% s u b ^  soowt wmprising the nrniveW  (t^aUal) dinwiskm 
otmelawd dgnifkantly widt the NtmverW Scwe aid  Vistal Memory S c ^  providing 
additioiuü ev h W »  for convergmt validity within the test (TsbW 3).
(2) Coffdation of QCST Summary S e m  with WAIS4L NART. and UVT S « r a :  
Table 4 sMw: U» condition coefficients for tl*  five QCST summary soMn» with the 
WAIS-R (Stained IQ sctMes, the NART piemorbid IQ Kon^, and the UVT
scores. The QCST Global Score was significantly correlated with the WAIS-R Full Scale 
IQ (r -  .80, p ^ .0 1 ) . In addiikm, the ()CST VciW  Score correlated significantly with 
tl% WAIS-R V«bal IQ (r »  .82, p ^ .0 1 ) ,  and the the QCST Nonverbal Score was 
significantly correlated with the WAIS-R Performance IQ (r *  ,74, p ^ .0 1 ) . 
Futiwrmore, the (JCST G ld s l Score correlated significantly with the WAIS-R Veital 
IQ (r »  .74, p j^.O l) and tire WAIS-R P«fonmu%e IQ (f »  .76, p ^ .0 1 ) . Table 4 also 
shows significant correlations bewteen the (JCST summary scores and the NART 
estimated Verbal IQ, Performante IQ, and Full Scale IQ scores, and between the QCST 
summary «xrres and the UVT scores. These results provided cv itto ta  for the convwgenl 
validity of the Q(%ST, that is, the (JCST measured «ïgnitive process» similar to those 
measured by eaablished, well-validated t» is, ^rticulariy the WAIS-R.
Table 3







Oriantatlon .?&•* .66** .65" 53* 45*
Attent/Coneanfcrat ion .S?*« 62 * .45* .40** ,29**
Vartoal Immod, Mamory .60** .67** .42* 54" .38"
VocBlnilary .75«* .83** .5?" 63* ,43"
Naming 62* .67" .50" .48** 43*
Similaritiaa 66* .73** .45*' 53* .37**
Analog!## .SO** .76" .73" .64** 54*
Kantal ArithsMtio 60* .77" .46" .58" .33**
Arithmetic .74** .72** .63" .51** 39 "
Verbal Delayed KKsory 55* 55 * .45" .67" .42"
*«Bory (New Learning) 74* .81" .56" .95" ,51"
Visuoattention/spatial ,66** .51" .78" .46** .43"
Conatructional Praxia .81** .67" .86" .5?** 59"
Object Identification 51* .37** .63" .29" .28*'
Geometric Deaigne .71** .56** .76" .43" 42*
Perceptual Cloaure .75** 62" .82" 49" .43*
Viaual Delayed Memory .69** 59* .76" 56* 1.00"
Global Score 1.00'* .95" .91" .63** .70"
Verbal Score 1.00" .73" ,90" .59"
Nonverbal Score 1,00" .64" .76**
Verbal M#aory Score 1.00" .56"
Viaual Memory Score 1.00"
•*P i  .01, two-tmil#d
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Table 4
Pvarson r Correlation CœfTklents for QCST Summary Scores wllh WAIS-R IQ’s* 
















FSIQ .80** .81** .68** ,76** .60**
VIQ .74** .82** .52** .74** .48**
PÎQ .76** .72** .74** .69** .65**
NART
FSIQ ,69** .72** .55** .57** .36**
VIQ .69** .73** .54** .58** .36**
PIQ .69** .73** .54** .58** .36**
UVT
UNUSUAL .70** .65** .67** .51** .42**
USUAL .69** .64** .66** .55** .45**
** P <.01 ,  t w o - t a i l e d .
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0 )  Correlation of QCST Subtest Scores with WAIS-R Subtest Scores:
InicrcorrelaticHis between the QCST subtest scor« and the WAIS-R subtest sswcs (Table 
A-4, Appendix A) provided further evidence for the omvergent validity, and in addition, 
evidena for the divergent validity of die QCST, For example, QCST Vocabulary was 
significantly correlated with all the WAIS-R verbal subtests, but especially with WAlS-R 
Vocabulary (r = .75, p S.-01), and «jrreîated significantly with WAIS-R nonverbd 
subtests, for example Digit SymWl (r =  .44, p ^ .0 1 ) ; (JCST Similarities with WAIS-R 
SimiW ties (v«bal) (r =  .63, p ^ .0 1 )  and with WAIS-R Object Assembly (nonverbal) 
(r =  .37, p ^ .0 1 ) ;  (JCST Memory for New Learning with all the WAIS-R subtests.
(4) ConelallotL^f QCST Subtest Scores with UVT Scores: There were also 
significant correlations betwœn most of the <^3ST subtest scores and the UVT %ores 
(Table A-4, Appendix A). For «tample, Constructional Praxis was significantly 
wrrelated with Unusual Views (r =  ,62, p ^ .0 1 )  and Usual Views (r -  .63, p ^ .0 1 ); 
Aridtmetic with Unusual Views (r -  .58, p S.-01) and Usual Views (r = .56, p ^ .0 1 ) .
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DISCUSSION
Findings from this inilial investigation have provided support for the first hypothesis 
that the QCST has the soisitivity and specificity to detect cognitive dysfunctiwi in brain- 
injured iKUients. The QCST d^ecied cognitive dysfunction in all of the neurolt^ical 
padents with a confirmed diagnosis of brain damage. Altirough some patients had a 
global strore comparË)le to the gItW  scoi% of some of the normal controls, their 
subwst performante indicated dysfunction in specific o^nitive abilities which might well 
have been m is ^  by interpreting global scrorc alone, as is the norm with most other 
screening tests.
B«ause the QCST was sufficiently sensitive to detect cognitive dysfunctiwi in all 
of the neurological patients assessed in this study, it therefore follows that the QCST was 
sufljciently sensitive to detect otgnitivc dysfunctitm in neurological patients with brain 
insult of different etiologies, Hcnt*, cognitive impairment in neurological patients with 
divert areas of injury or daitage was being identified, as in cases of CVA with 
Wralired lesions, TBI with more diffuse (bmage, as well M in rases with othe kinds 
of injury or damage (meningioma, sutmrachnoid ttomorrhagc, cerebral jalsy).
The QCST detected the presence of tm|»irment in the CVA group as a whole. 
However, because subdividing this CVA sample into a right CVA subgroup and a left 
CVA subgroup would have resulted in a sample that was too small and unequal to 
generate valid results, it was not possible to infer whether troth right hemisgAere and left 
hemisphere cognitive deficits were bang appropriately identified. While it would be
beneficial m subdivide the CVA grcmp in this manner in onder to tnvesligatô more cimely 
diffen^ices in performanœ betwexm patients with right hemt^rtwre versus left hemi^Aere 
l^iims, and while it w^uld be useful if performance on a screening test could indicate 
laftraliiatfon of a lesion, the more critical question at this point in the devdopmatt of 
the QCST is whether or nm the ffla identify cognitive impairment, especially wWn 
it is ncd apparent in the p ^ ^ t 's  tehaviour.
The QCST idaitiried cognitive deficits in the TBI group as a whole, a grmip in 
which m e  paiiatt was (Aviously %verely organically impaired, but the degree of 
impairmait in the other patients was not established. To delineate the TBI sample by 
some pre-Ktabli^ed criteria into mild, moderate, and severe TBI subgroups for 
inv^tip tion of différentes in performance between îheœ groups would ^so  ha'/e 
resulted in too small a sample. With severe TBI, cognitive deficits are often apparent. 
However wiüi moderate and mild TBI cognitive impairment is not oftot manifest and it 
would be useful to est^ IiA  whether a scrrening test can identify dysfunction in theæ 
cases, especially the mild onfô. Failure to screen fc» wgnitive deficits l^ a u se  they arc 
not obvious or suspwctal, may mean that reversible and treatable additions go 
unrecognized and untrmted.
In the pjresent study the TBI group performed better on the QCST than did the 
CVA group. This finding appwrs to lend support to tire setxmd hypxMhesis that the QCST 
could discriminate between clinical groups. However, these results may in fact be related 
to the extent of the injuries of the sample of TBI and CVA patients, rather than to the 
nature of the clinital group to which they belong. Because the CVA pmtiaits had more
î
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severe and uniWeraf damage due to otn^ral inferctkm, wgnitive fiincUoning in the 
leskmcd hemi^Aere was more dramatically aflected. This vm  expressed 
neuropsychologicaily by poorer pejfomrancc on the QCST. On the oth«- hand, ite more 
diffuse, perhaps more covert, dan^p  resulting from injury or bruising of Ae brain in 
the TBI patients affected o%nitive functicming in a more aibtie svsy This %%s expr^ed 
neurc^ychologicaily by b^ter perfornance (than CVA) mi the QCST, and in sonre 
cases, passable pcrformanœ glcWly but pomr performance on one or more subtests. 
Thus diffcraices in pcrforroanre b«ween the TBI and the CVA groups provided evittencc 
that the Q C ^  oould detect varying d^tees of cognitive dysfunction, with the exteit of 
the impairment reflected qurniütatively in the QCST summary scores, and quantitatively 
(and qualitativdy) in the (^IST subtests. But wiüiin group diffcroiccs exist with respect 
to d^ree of brain damage (and hmce cc^nitive impairment) r^ardlos of etiology. Mild 
impairment may be found in «ses of CVA with less extensive infarction, and revere 
impairment may be found in TBI when die b r ^  suffers more extensive damage 
subsequent to greater impact Therefore, the difference in cognitive funoiooing betireei 
there two groupa as measured by performance on the Q(ST is more bkely rdated to 
extent of damage incurred rather than to the clinical group per se. Extent of dam%e is 
relatKl to diagncfôiic category, but is not exclusive to it. Therefore the findings are 
equivocal with respect to whether or not the QCST discriminates between clinical groupK.
The scores of the psychiatric group were also reflective of <x>gnitive dysfunction. 
This finding sugg«ts that the (X3T was sensitive to impairment in «^nitivte frmctxming 
regard!^ of the source of the dysfunction. TTiis means the third hypothesis uras not
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supported: the test did not discriminate between psychiatricaJly and neurolc^ically caused 
«tgnitive deficit This w%s not a tmally surpriang finding, given the difficulty historically 
of distingui^ng betweoi thee two groups, nc  ̂ mly with a single psychometric 
assessment device, but with a full neunc^^hdpgical evaluation, specially when there 
is a diagnosis of schizotArcnia or bipolar disorder (Lacks et at, 1970; U aw r. 1980; 
Heattm and Crowley, 1981; GoItWein, 1986; Yozawitz, 1986; Chandler and Gemdt, 
1%8). A screeth^ ^  that could iWect ct^niiive deficit of neurological etiology in a 
severdy ill padenl who has been given a ptovisitmal diagnosis of a j^ychiatric illness 
would be very u»ful, but perhaps not very naiistic (as Chandler and Gemdt, 1988 
concluded). Identification of suspected neurological origin for the psychiatric-like 
symptoms amid lead to propa neurolt^ical and neuropsychological evaluation, rather 
than prolongol, sometimes inappropriate jsychialric assessment and jsychotropic 
therapy. Howeva, the (^2ST was inicndwl to diagnoK organicity, but rather to 
idaUify ot^nitive impairment if it is present, and in which cognitive area it is present, 
whatever the source. In this psychiatric ample with its history of drug therapy, as in 
many like it, it is not clear how much of the ct%nitive dysfunction is a result of the 
illnMS, the psychotropic mWication, or the ormbmation of both. In any case, the 
identifitatiofl of cognitive impairment in psychiatric |»tients is alro important for the 
management and rehabilitation of the fmtient.
All except one member of the control group had a high global sa>re (above 90), 
and correspondingly high subtest Kores and summary scores. The one omirol subj«:t 
widi a low gidml score (82) performed very poorly on two QCST subtests and had a
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large dixrepancy {«tween NART estimated premorbid ÎQ’s and WAIS*R cdrtained IQ’s, 
both of which raise a quWon of probable wgnitive deficit. Therefore QŒT 
exhibited spedficiiy in detection of cognitive dysfunction, since it did idaitify 
o^niiive deficits in the conbol subjects, exoqX in this one case.
Results of this prelimmary investigation of the QCST have supported the tfât’s 
utility as a valid and reliable screnting instrument for the detecdon of cc^oUtve 
dysfundiiMi. The u% of tW the WAIS-R, the NART and the UVT fsovided well- 
validated standards with whidi m compare the QCST. Although not oripmlly developed 
as a neuropsychological test, the WAIS-R is geieraJly considered to measure central 
association area functioning (Russell, 1986} and is almost wniver%Uy acc^ited and used 
by n«imps^Aol(%isfs in the United States and England (Russell. 1986; McFie, 1975; 
Lezak, 1983). An advantage of using tl« WAIS-R as a oomparistm rtandaid was that 
performant! on QCST subtests could be «ïmpared with pcrformana on the WAIS-R 
subtcsis, rather than relying on gfobal scores alone. The NART provided a more accurate 
indicator of premorbid intellectual functioning thKi a "hold" test such as the WAIS-R 
Vocabulary subtest (Nelron, 1982), Ute UVT provided a good comparaliw meamre of 
right hemisphere functioning. Significant results of î^trstm Product Moment correlational 
analyse showed high degrees of association between the QCST scores and the WAIS-R 
scores, the NART scores, and the UVT scores, solidly establishing the validity and 
reliability of the (X%ST.
Although it was not the intention originally to provitte a cutoff sccmc as simh for 
the QCST, a preliminary review of the frequencies of the Global Score for the three
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groups iadkated that potentially a 'questionable n u ^ *  might be established around a 
Global Stroro of 95 (maximum score =  l i t ) .  Only 9% of the control group scored below 
95, whereas 93% of tire psychiatric group and 90% of the neurological group strorW 
below 95. The high#t gWbal score for both the i^ychiatric ami neurologiW groups was 
98, wW eas 75% of the control group scored highm* than this. Although a small number 
of neurological {^ychiatiic patients swred within the lower bounds of the contrd 
grcHip swres, a ct^nitive deficit was still evident in each and every one of t l ^ e  patients 
because of a very poor score on a particular Q Œ T subtest, for example memory. This 
stressed the importance of «amining performance on each subtest, both quantitatively 
and qutditativdy, in addition or in preferaree to the overWI score.
Metbologfca! Is»ies and limitations
A amcern that might a r ia  is whether the diff^encc in mean %e betwera the TBI 
I^ c n ts  (m%n =  58.6) and the CVA patiwts (mean «  29.3) confounded the effect of 
brain damage on QCST performantre. However, this was rejected (a) becaua the control 
gtrmp was ^e-mmched (nrean =  44.5) with tire ireitroU^ical group (mean «  42.5) as 
a whole, 0 )  because o f the greater extent of damage in the CVA patients which was 
confirmed by CT s« n , and (c) becaure there were only a few significant low correlations 
betw e^ age æid rome mmvertal subtest s^ues (Table A-5, Appendix A). In a future 
validation study it may be possible to match clinical gtnups for age more ctorely.
Another concern which might arise is related to the sample sire in this study. 
H o w ler, in clinical research generally, initial studies tend to have small numbers of
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«Ejects because of time consireinis and ü% difficuliy of kcks to as eviefwced
i
by mhef vaîidiiy studi» of scroHiing tests (SchwMim el aJ, 1987; Faust and Fogd, 3
1989; Fisk, Braha, Walker and Gray, 1991). |
Indlcaticms are that performance <m the QCST may be afiocled by level of
r
eduratMBi (Table A-5, Appwidix A). To investigate this problem more thoroughly, a 
fuuire stWy ^tould attempt to mateh the grouj^ more c h ^ y  in edtKsitot^ level, since 
in this study die control group had a high» mean levd of educatimi than the ;
cxperinrailal groups.
CcHinterbalancing for onler effects was initially considered but was not performed.
The main reason was because the WAIS-R is a relatively tenglhy (one hour plus) md 
tirir^ test for nany brain-injured individuals and is the most difficult of the four tests so 
it was administered W . In Wdition, it was highly probWrle that carry-over efTects would 
occur if the WAIS-R was administered before the simpler and briefer QCST, especially 
since there was some similarity in some of the subtests (for example Arithmetic,
Similarities). Since the QCST is a much brief» test than the WAIS-R it was admioW»ed 
first, followed by the NART and the UVT which were the sWried tests (5 to 10 minut» 
earii).
Anoth» potential issue is that of a ceiling effect for the control group sint* the 
ran^ of scor» vm small for tliis group, How«v», the QŒT was designed to detect the 
presence of «^nitive deficit in patients at risk, not to differentiate between degree of 
normal performance in he*dihy individuals,
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Thaïe was son» omœm mowing aaUsücal analya». Because of ihe number of 
conelaüats performed, some «xfftclans nmy have indicated a signifiomt relationship 
boweot varidalK when in W  there was none, thereby capitalizing on chance and 
committing a Tyj« I error. However, attempts woe not made to examine this in detail*, 
a future study Wtould eatunine this issue more closdy.
Future Research
A cross validation study is recommended as a follow-up to the prwcnt 
inv«tigati(m in order to independently determii» the validity of the QCST, A larger 
sample of normal omtrols and a larger neurological mmple should be assessed in order 
to increaK the power of the statistical analyses. If practical, in additirm to matching the 
crmtiol group in t^e and education fo the neurolc^ical group, the neurolc^ical subgroups 
should also be matched with each other in education and age. A split-half cross validation 
pro%dure ttJuld be employed if the sample size was sufficiently large to delineate into 
a validation group and a predictkm group. In any future study, it would be useful to have 
a good rcpreseitatkm of CVA jKitients with right CVA, left CVA, W  brWeral CVA so 
as fo better evaluate the QCST in assessing cognitive functioning in p^ents with 
unilateral and bilatoal {Ethology. This would provide valimble information with respMi 
to the capacity of the QCST u* discriminate between right hemi^jhoc and left 
t^ i^ b e r e  lesltms. It would a l»  be beneficial to establish some criteria to ddirteate the 
TBI (Htients into those with mild TBI, moderate TBI, and avere “^1, to better equate 
the tyiST in identifying cognitive deficits in f^ients with variability in extent of brain
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injury and/or damage. Inclusion of an additional neurologkal group of sufficient number, 
with pathology o tW  than CVA or TBI, would athi valu^Ie information.
With a Wgta- data base, more comprehensive statistical analyse could be 
peftm w d to funh^ valhkte the tea. For W o r  analy^s Q^rincipal wmptment)
could be employed to d e m in e  the facfi)r loading of the tea, and adttidonally, ctmfirm 
it's otmamct validly if WAIS-R results v ittt ottered into the analyids. DW irninani 
u o ly^s rauld be u » d  to a s ^ s  whethm" QCST summary scores or the GIoW Score, or 
perhaps QCST subkst scenes were predictive of normal versus im plied group 
nwnU^Tship, and predictive o f right versus left hemisphere group membership where 
there is lateializatimt of darmge. Evidetce for criterion-ielatoj concurrent validity might 
als> be invesil^ted by designing a study in which some clinical criterion could be 
quandfted for am elation with QCST axm s. For example, results o f a full 
nmnop^hological aMcssment nught piovide a baâs for a four-point (none, mild, 
moderate, sev«e) severity rating scale of cognitive im j^rm cni with which (3CST scores 
may be correlated. It wmild also be informative to ev^uate the false positive, ami more 
importantly, the false n e ^ v e  rate of the t^ t .
Additional studies could be undertaker to investigate the utility of the QC5T in 
screening for cognitive impairment in geriatric patients, non-CVA cardiac patients, 
alcohol and drug-addicted patients, and other populations at risk for cr%nitive 
impairment. It is in populations where orgnitive imi»irm»it is subcünical that the worth 
o f a screening test is proven. F W ly , a comparative evaluation of the (X 3T  with mher 
screening t« ts  such as the briefer mental status exams, for example the Mini-M«ital
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Status examination, and tf» newer *mid-iange* tests such as the NeumWmvimW 
Cognitive Status Examination and the High Sensitivity Ct^niltve Screen would be 
worthwhile.
IMPUCATIONS O F THE CTIJOY
The development * f a brief but valid reliable, and stmsiiive screoting teA such 
as the QCST for d^ecdtm of cognitive dysfunctitm is important for sevoal rew n s. 
Routine intake assessments in clinics, hospitals and institutions often rely m  simple 
bedsttk screening device such as the Mini-Mental Status examination to give l^alih 
profeMitmals an inditmtion of the mental status of the patient. On the basis of the 
patients*s performance on these menW status examinations, which is almost alwuys 
(^pressed by a single ttKal some, a decision is made as to whether or not tM patient is 
wgnitively dysfunctional and requires referral for further neurof^chological evaluation. 
As repcned a rlie r  (Nelam et al, 1986; Strain et al, 1988; Faust and Fogel, 1989), in 
many cases «%nitive defidis arc mieed, %p%ially more subtle o i^ .  A amsitive 
screening test can alleviate this prdtlem. A cognitive screening test with a low false 
negative rate will d ^ t  the pres^ce and nature o f even the more subtle deficits. This 
may lead to more compr^tensive eWuation earli^  so that appropriate individualized 
programs can be initiated rsutting in less time spent using up much neetkd facilities. A 
low false pmitivc rate will ensure that valiablc time aral money will ma be spent on 
extorsive testing of individuals with normal cognitive abilities.
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Fittdings from this liudy have ihown ihe QCST is m valid, rriiable and «nsilivB 
cognitive arecning lest, II i ' brief {15 to M minutes) yet «>mpfeh«sive, limple, 
pomAle, and inclusive in that It does not tequire extia materiids such as blocks, w ds, 
sosfe ^teüs, procédural and scoring manuals, The tea is ameiable to administratkai and 
IntcnNtWon by health pmfessiomds <aher than neun^ydtoh^ists. Because of its 
brevity utd rim{de format, paüetts nuy And It caster to tolmite, less fatiguing and less 
intimidating than some othM- asmamMit insmim^ts. Because the QCST conrists of a 
K ria of brief suW^s, eaueh laving its own %tme, it incrmes the lUœUhocd of ddecting 
impairmoit in a ^jedflc rognitive area, for eaample menKtry, when in cmain instances 
a gloW score may not indicate impairment. This is ^sential wiren pluming treatmmt 
and tmgoing maniement of brain-injured patients during rehabilitation and later during 
discharge. It is also important in identifying Impairmatt in other patients such as geriatric 
patients, chronic cardiac patients, and others who may have reversible and treatable 
conditions, so that th^apeutic and preventitive masures may be taken before further 
decline in functioning occurs, H^lth professionals in various hWth services should find 
the QCST very ureful as an aid in cfociston-nrnldng with respect fo referrals to i îecialisis.
It should be kept in mind however that a brief o ^ itiv e  screening test like the 
QCST is just what the name implies - a Kreening device only! It is not intotded m be 
a subs''lute for comprehensive neuropsychological evaluation by a trained specWist. It 
may be considered as an important initial evaluation strat^y, a preliminary approach to 
aeessment (Strain ct al, 1988), or as Lezak (1983) d«crib«l it, an "early warning" 
devitre. A screening test rais^ the question of probable impairment which requires
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!WÜ*r investigation and sW W  not presun» to simply label the paiitml as brain 
damaged. Information obtained must be conswkred and integrate with oil*r wunces of 
information such as other means of clinical assmment, m edW  and/or p&)%hiairic 
history, pre%nting wmplaints, owrall functiiming, There are other fmztors in g^ition 
W brain duna^e which may caure poor test performance, including anxiety, mmivation 
lc « l, OT fatigue. It is crucial to know the limitations of the test and interpret the 
infbrmatlcm elicited t^xmdingly (Lemk, 1983). On tire other hand, absent* of 
impairment canrwt be ruled tmt by tregaiiw rwults on a test (Lezak, 1983: Kolb and 
W h i^ w , 1990). Wd>st» et ai (1984) cautioned against the use of cutoff scores alone 
to sdect who should or should not receive further ireuropsychological evaluation and 
stPKred the im portant of the qualitative afreets o f rest performance. A coarse 
classification of wgnitive fuiretirm is adequate for nmny purposes (Faust and Fogel, 
1989), but "when a clinician requires a detailed understanding of a particular deftcit or 
a rather precire quantification of its range or severity an indepth assessment and the 
hypothesis testing approach of the neuro}»ychologist is necessmy and irreplaceable* 
(Faua and Fogel, 1989, p 29).
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T6
He«a and standard Deviation of QCST Subtaat Score# for Kacb Subgroup•
Subgroup
QCST Subteat Scorea Control Psychiatric Neurological CVA TBI Others
Orientation 11.41 10.87 9.42 9.06 13.27 8.43
(.61) (.92) (2.61) (2 74) (1.75) (3.55)
Attent,/Concentration 3.34 3.13 2.63 2.25 3.13 2.43
(.94) (.83) (1.13) (1.00) (1 25) (.79)
Verbal iwuwetJ. Memory 4.97 4-47 4.32 4.06 .;.S3 4.57
(.18) (.99) (1.15) (1.53) (.74) (.79)
Vocabulary 6.69 4.60 S.11 4.69 5.67 4.86
(.54) (2.06) (1.94) (2.21) tl.SO) (2.12)
Nami ng 5.00 4.40 4.32 4.19 4.53 4.14
(.00) (.91) (.96) (P-) (.83) (1.46)
Similaritiee 3.53 2.67 2.74 2.31 3.40 2.29(-67) (1.29) (1.25) (1.30) (.83) (1.38)
Analogies 3.81 3.07 2.89 2.56 3.67 2.00
(-40) (.96) ’1.29) (1.26! (72) (1.53)
Mental Arithmetic 4.75 3.67 4.08 1.56 4.60 4.14
(.61) (1.45) (1.46) (1.86) (.83) (1.21)
Arithmetic 11.66 10.60 9,87 9.13 10.87 9.43




Kara *rd Standard Deviation of QCST Snbteat Scores for Each Smbgronp.
QCST Subtent Scores
Subgroup
Control Psychiatric Neurological CVA TBI Others
Verbal Delayed Memory 3.34 2.00 1.58 1.38 1,73 1.71
(1.23) (1.13) (1.43) (1.54) (1.22) (1.70)
Memory (New Learning) 6.81 1.20 1.95 .75 3.80 .71
(2.44) (2.51) (2.70) (1.88) (2-81) (1.89)
ViGuoattention/spatial 7.69 5.87 6.18 5.SC 6.80 6.43
(.74) (1.73) (2.35) (2.22) (2.14) (2.94)
Constructional Praxis 8.53 7.07 5.55 4.38 7.27 4.57
(.84) (1.39) (3.64) (3.36) (3.08) (4.35)
Object Identification 4.56 4.20 3.84 4.19 3.93 2.86
(.63) (.86) (1.26) (.83) (1.22) (1.77)
Geometric Deeigns 4.84 4.73 4.05 4.00 4.53 3.14
(.37) (.59) (1.54) (1.26) (1.30) (2.27)
Perceptual Closure 4.78 4,20 4.00 3.94 4.53 3.00
(.49) (1.32) (1.43) (.93) (1.30) (2.16,
Visual Delayed Memory 5.00 1.80 1.61 1.00 2.47 1.14
(1.63) (2.04) (2.34) (1.90) (2.67) (2.27)
78
Tubl* * 4
P««r«on r Correlation Coefficient*) QCST subteat Score* with WSIS-R hge-sceletf Sobtest scores and i/VT 
Scores.
WAIS-R Subtest Score*
Verbal Performance UVT Scores
QCST Subteat Scores
DE V A C 5 PC PA BD OA DS Unusual Usual
Orientation .31'* .39** .33** .38** .50** .40** .36** .45** .41** .37** 45* .51**
httent/Concentrâtion .38** .37** ,41** .30** .40** .40»* .35** .36* .40** .39** .38** .44**
Verbal Inwned. Memory .51** .55** .50** .49** .49** .42** .34*" .35** .29* .29** .40** .46**
vocabulary .51** .75** .67** .68** .72** .56** .51** .50** .47*# .44** .45** .52**
Naming .44** .56** .47** .52** .60** .47** .41** .45** .41** .40** .43** .43**
Similarities .50** .59** .54** .51** .63** .50** .51** ,4*'** .37** .40** .50** .51"
Analogies .35** .52** .53** .53** ,60** .62** .61** .51** .53** .39** .56** .50**
Mental Arithmetic .52** .69** .69** .60** .60** .42** .34** .39** .32** .42** .51** .49**
Arithmetic .42** .40** .53** .39** .45** .45** .46** .54** .45** .49** .58** .56**
Verbal Delayed Memory .25* .36*' .32** .39** .40** .28** .31** .31** .35** .26* .28* .32*
Memory (New Learning) .57** .60** .71#* .64** .59** .58** .60"* .57** ,54** .66** .50** .41**
Visuoattentlon/epat i a1 .14 .37** .35** .44** .41** .56** .57** .43** 45* .47** .50** .48**
Constructional Praxis .28** .37** .37** .46** .51** .57** .62** .61** .66** .57** .62** .63**
Object Identification .08 .23* .22 -27* .35** .29** .37** .32** .35** .30* .23* .10
Geometric Designs .18 .22* .26* .31** .31** .41** .34** .33** .38** .29** .52** .55**
Perceptual closure ,26* .37** .40*" .41** .44** .54** .50** .45** .49 * .39** .53** .51"
Visual Delayed Memory .31** .41** .40** .45** .52** .62** .60** .55** .61** .57** .42** 45*
•* p <.01,two-tailed • P <.05,two-tailed
74
T abla
Corralatioa Coaffioiastsi QCST Scores with Age and Education.
QCST Scores Age Education
Orientation -.26* .31**
Attention/Concentration -.09 .25*





Mental Arithmetic -. 02 .30**
Arithmetic -.27* -45**
Verbal Delayed Memory -.19 .28*
Memory {New Learning) -. 05 .59**
Visuoattent ion/Visuospat ia1 -.29** .31**
Constructional Praxis -.35** .43**
Object Identification -.01 .17
Geometric Designs -.31** .29**
Perceptual Closure -.24* .33**
Visual Delayed Memory -.29** .45**
Global Score -.26* .56**
Verbal Score -.14 .53**
Nonverbal Score -, 36** .46**
Verbal Memory Score -.12 .58**
Visual Memory Score -.29** ,45**
** p <.01 * p <.05
30
T#bl# A-C
r Correlation coaffioianta for WAIS-R Obtained ZQ
sooraa and mart Predicted IQ Scores
MART Predicted IQ
MAIS-R IQ Verbal IQ Performance IQ Full Scale IQ
Verbal IQ .81** .81** .81**
Performance IQ .57** .56** .57**
Full Scale IQ .72** .72** .72**
** P <.01
APFENDïX B
TTie Quick Cognitive Screening Test 
The Unusual Views Tfâl Score Shtx*l 
Figure I i{i) Example from the Unusual Views Test. 
Figure 11 (it) Example from the Unusual Views Test. 
The National Adult Reading Test Score Sheet
f l̂1IC!K CQGNtTlVE SCREENING TEST
Subjeci Number _________ Label
Sex:   Handedness:-------------------
Age:___  . - %te of With; . ---------- -----
Highest level of ediaratiwi wmpleied:___________________
Occupation:__________ ______ ____________ ________________________
Ortenlaiion:
1. What time of day is it?.
2. What day W the week is this?
3. Wliat month is this?_______
4. What date of the month is this?.
5. What year is this? ________
6, Where are you now ?,
7. What is your age? _
K. What is your date of With?
9, What is the name of the Prime Minister?,
10. Who was the Prinre Minister before him?.
11. Write or sty a!i the days of the week.
12. Write or say your full address.
Total Score (items 1-12)
Maximum st'orc: 12
A üen tton /conce titra tiQ D ;
13. I want to sec bow quickly you can count by three*, bcÿinninÿ with one. like this : ), 
4, 7, etc.
1, 4. 7. 10. 13. 16, 19. 22. 25. 2K. 31. 34. 37. 40 
Enors: Cinclc errors and record actual response.
Scons: All correct = 2 points. One etror = 1 point. Two or more cirors = 0 points.
Score {item Î 3) ______
Maximum scone: 2
How many dots are there in each set?
• •  •  •  •
•V.
14, Number 15. Numivr
Score (items 14-15)
Maximum score: 2
Total Scone (items 13-15) , .
Maximum score; 4
Memory fRcetstratton & Immaitatc RetaHl:
Î A. I am going to nan% some objects. When 1 am finished Ï want you to say them back to 
me.
pen watch tie car book
I want you to remember these vwnJs because 1 will ask you lo repeat them teck to me 
later.
Total Score (item 16)
Maximum score: 5
Visual Attgntînn/VisutKpalial: 
Md<e a (kK in ihe centre of each cinle:
17. IN.
19. Mark Nonh, South, East, West on this cross:
Make a stroke through the middi*’ of each line
20.       _
2 1 . ______
Total Score (items 17-21)
Maximum score: 8
L’onütrucliunal Praxis:
22. ïîraw a vli<*k faix: showing a time
Si ore litcm 22)
( one point each for cia-te, fuuîds, and numbers; minimum four numbers) 
Maximum .î
Copy üîis drawing: 
23.
Score (Uem 23)
(m e point fw each figure; one poim for correct placement of each figure) 
Maximum Kore: 6
Total Score (items 22-23) ,.
Maximum score: 9
ïsrb a l fBBciioas;
L-Vgtabttlary
irw ihe woid in the group which means the same as the word in capital letters above 







24. ALLOW 25. DELICATE 26. SILENT
Permit Forbid FlexiWc Tough Quiet Loud
Refuse Help Decompose Ragile Whisper Shout
Fallow TcHKh Low
27. CAUTION 28. PARTICLE 29. REGENERATE
Vigil Neglect Piece Full Erect General






I'otal Si'iirc (items 24 .M))
Maximum seure: 7
II. N am ing
Underiine ttw wW  which is (teæribed m the jrfvrasc above the group, as in the example: 




book wing blackboanl word
CONTAINER FOR MILK
grass fosk bottle book
32. INSTRUMENT FOR TELLING THE TIME
watch iteTOMiietcr face microscope hand
33. INSTRUMENT FOR MEASURING TEMPERATURE
barometer micrcmieicr mancwieicr thcnnomctcr gasometer
34. INSTRUMENT FOR LOOKING AT TINY OBJECTS
stethcscopc micTDsctqje periscope stroboscope telescope
35. INSTRUMENT FOR LOOKING AT STARS
stroboscope microscope telescope oscilloscope television
Total Strorc (items 31-35),
Maximum score: 5
Abslraction;
Underline one word or phrase on the righi which describes both the words on the left, as in 
the example:
Example:
Banana & Orange: Bound Colour Taste FruU Buy Them
36. Knife & Fork: Plate Out Spoon Cutlery Eat
37. Salt & Sugar: Drink Grow Tæte Smell them l£ai them
38. Ruler & Scale; Drawing Cooking Weighing Straight Measuring
39. Nose & Tongue: On Face Taste Talking Sense Organs For eating
Total Score (items 36-39)__ ___
Maximum score; 4
II, Analpsigg
Underline the word which completes the sentence, as in the example: 
Example;
Dig is to Small as Large is to: Enormous Short Huge Narrow Little
40. Hand is to Glove as foot is to: Hat Cold Leg Shoe Coat
41. Spider is to Web as Bind is to: Nest Egg Tree My Wing
42. Sun is to Heat as Lamp is to; Flower Light Star Shadow Mre
43. Spring is to Sumnrer as
Tuesday is to Wednesday Satuixlay Ibufsday Monday Friday






44. Itow much is $3.00 plus $6.00?
45. IÎOW many weeks in two years?.
46. If one book costs $8.00, how much will two books «>si?_
47. If I have 29 articles and I sell 11, how many do I have left?,
48. How many days will I take to cam $36.00 if I cam $6,00 a day?,
Total Score (items 44-48)__
Maximum sccse: 5
II. Arithmetic





























Divide 2 ) 4
59.
Divide 20 ) 60
60. ____
Divide 12)144


















b. c. d. e.
a. b. c. d. e.






a. b . c. d. e.
\ /  \ 1/
K
a. b. c. d. e.
a. b . c . d. e.
©









a. b . c .  d . e .
a . c .  d . e .
a. b . c . d . e .
















Delayed R e ^ lt  
IL Ïerb a lî
77. I vrant you to repeat teck to me the five objects I named earlier, 
pen watch lie car hook
SccHT (item 7 7 )__
Maximum score: 5
Mempry (M s^-Lfiarninglt
78. I am going lo say a sentence. Listen carefully, and when I am finished ! want you to 
repeat ite  sentence back to me exactly as I say it to you,.
"One thing a natiiHi must have to foe rich and great Is a large secure
supply of wood."
Trials: 1 2 3 4  5 6 7 8 9  10 >10
Score: (10) (9) (8) (7) (6) (5) (4) (3) (2) (1) (0)
(Minus one point fw each trial toconect repetition.)














10. Mcmotyt Delayed Recall fWoiris)






16. Dtnsptual O oaue
17. Mcmoty: Delayed Recall (Figure)

















_ / l 2
_ / 5












t’iipyliütu tJ W Î by C, Maté KÔlé
1 9
MEAN AND STANDARlLDEVfATlQN F OR THE NORMAL SAMPLR
Î, Orioiiatrôo 11.41 0,61
2. AocniionCoiîccntmüon 3.34 0.94
Veriîalfjmcàgpa:
3. Nknwy: Inanediiie Recaü 4,97 0.18
4. Voctbdary 6.69 0.54
5. Nwfflng 5.00 0.00
6. Simümndts 3.53 0.67
7. Anaîogira 3,81 0.40
8. Menai AritJanclk: 4,75 0,51
9. AfWaneüc 11.66 0.75
10. Ktonory: Delayed RecaÜ (Wratls) 3,34 1.23
11. Memoiy; New I-earning 6.81 2.44
MmimtalEunctigas:
12. Visual AtantkmAnsucspatûü 7.69 0.74
13. Constructional Pïixis 8.53 0.84
14. O t> ^  Isfemificadoo 4,56 0.62
15. OcOTictric Deûgns 4.84 0.37
16. Ren^ptual Cbsuie 4.78 0.49
17. Memory: Delayed Recall (Rgure) 5.00 1,63
GLOBAL SCORE (Sublests 1-17) ICI 5.9
Verbal S«)re: (Subasa 3-11) 51 3,7
Verbal Memory Score: (Subtests 3,10,11) 15 2.8
Nonverbal Score: (SulKcsts 12-17) 35 2.8
Visual Memory Score: {Subtests 17) 5 1.6
Copyrighi C  1992 by C, MatÉ-Kôîé




MAMK OP ITKM UNUSUAL VIEW S USUAL VIEW S S A N U tfl
1 .  c l a a n e a r
3 .  P o t  / s a i j p w o a n
3 .  S h o e / B a n f l a l
* i c o n
5 ̂  E g o  S a a t a z
&. V a c u o *  C l e a h a r
7 .  P l u a  .
i .  T a b l a  T a n n i a  P a d d l a
9 .  S t a o  l a d d a r
1 1 .  C i s a l u
1 1 . T r u m a t
1 3 .  D u a t  o a n
K .  p a l l  . . .  ...
1 9 .  K a a k a t
1 6 .  K a t t l a
1 7 .  d r i l l
1 1 .  G u i t a r
1 9 .  G l o v e
2 0 .  r i o v e r  B O t
f  o f  « r r r o r c  
I  o f  c o r r e c t  r e s p o n s e e
Ekufe 11 fP. Ëwunpte from the Untfsual Views 
Te^ (Waningfon and Taylor, 1973).
Fleure H (II). Exemple from the Unusual Views 
Test (Warrington and Taylor, 1973).
NATIONAL ADULT READING TEST (MART) 
ANSWER/RECORD SHEET



















































Otl!Sins<f V̂AIS lesvlli ■
FutiScsIeioCZ—3 
HART effOf *COT« i I
V « t» IK 5  I Pgrt»fm»ncelQ□
P f s û ic t td  to P«CiCH fl-O biA fntd iO Abn«nTU)lftyl% )
F u llS c t ie lQ
V tfM IIO
P « t1 w m * n « K 3
HART *  S c h e f te l le f to f te o f e □
P(*d1«t«ciiQ P red icted-O M tfn ed tQ A brram «S ity{% i
F u i l S c t l t lQ




m V E ^ G A T O R ’S; C. Malé-K^é, PhD., Ms, A. M ^or, B.Sc. B.Ed..
I. L enar, PhD,, J. Connolly, PhD,
You are invited to take {art in a re s^ a h  investigation at the Nova Sœtia Rdiabtiitation 
Ceitre. It is important that you read and understand several general principles that apply 
to all who tala (art in our research studies:
(1) Taking part in the inv^tigadon is entirely voluntary. If you are a patient, whether 
you (articipate or not will not affect the quality of medical care provided to you.
(2) Personal benefit may or may not result from taking part in the investigation, but 
knowledge may be gained that will benefit others,
(3) You may withdraw from the investigation at any time without loss of any benefit to 
which you are odrerwise entitled. Withdrawal from the study will not affect the care you 
receive.
This study is concerned with the development and validation of a brief screening test for 
aacssm oit of cognitive fimcticming in various populations. You will k  interviewed by 
a research assistant in the Psychology Department of the Rehabilitation Centre, She will 
administer four psychological tests which are designed ^  detect strengths and weaknesses 
in various aspects of o^nitive functioning such as memory capacity and problem wiving 
ability. The testing will take approximately 1.5 hours. Whenever necessary, breaks will 
be permitted during the testing penod.
W]»CT ihe i«ulis of a study such as this art rtported in medical/«:iaiiirjc journals or at 
meetings, the identification of those laWng pan is withheld. Medical records of jaüenls 
art maintained according to current legal iwiuiremtmts and a patient’s chart is only 
avaliste m the investi^huts) during the study.
SiKHild the information drtamed through this invcstlption be deemed Important for your 
clinical mana^mat at a later time, the results will be rdeæed to foe necessary 
department only with your informed consent. Should any pnfolems arise with r^srds vo 
ymir rights as a participant in this investigate cm, you fooukf cmtact Dr. Charles Mate* 
Kole (422*1787, ext. 214),
I Mve read the explanatiai about this inv«iigation and have been given the opportunity
to discuss it and ask questions. I hereby consent to foke part in the study.
Signature of participant Date
and/or
Signature of significant other Eteie
Signature of investigator Date
Signature of witness Date
